THE LGfL TRAINING HUB:
TEACHER CPD AT ITS BEST

OUTSTANDING! MARK & MONITOR VIA
DIGITAL LEARNING CONVERSATIONS
Would you like to save time, improve quality and drive pupil
engagement! Instant evidence portfolios for online/offline work.
Date: 21 February 2017
Time: 9.30am - 3.30pm
Venue: Camden CLC
Cost: FREE to LGfL
TRUSTnet schools
Otherwise: £199+VAT

Browse our courses
and book a place at

training.lgfl.net
THE TRAINERS

OVERVIEW
How often have you heard this in the
staffroom? “Hooray! I love marking! It’s quick
and easy; pupils always read and react to my
comments, and pay attention so they don’t
repeat their mistakes.”
No, nor have we. So when the team at
Just2 Easy came up with j2review, we were
quick to snap it up for your LGfL subscription.
This training day is all about how you
can use it to transform marking, monitoring,
AfL and evidence gathering – for the better!

to your account – no more hunting through
trolleys of identical ipads for a piece of work.
The teacher has instant access to pupils’
work, and only has to click on the speech
bubble to give instant feedback. Built-in
progression frameworks (and you can add
your own, too!) enable one-click teacher
assessment for each piece of work, too.
Pupils can share a piece of work with
each other (or the class) at a click for peer
marking via the same kind of learning
conversations.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

WHAT WILL I LEARN?

Whether you are a classroom teacher or
senior leader, technician or computing
coordinator, this one-day course will leave
you with plenty of food for thought.

a

WHAT IS J2REVIEW?
Students and teachers have unique j2e
accounts for anytime, anywhere access.
Photos and documents are instantly stored

Setting up the j2e Tool Suite in your
school and auto synch class lists/users
a Sharing files across devices and creating
evidence portfolios
a Rationale, tips and techniques for
effective AfL learning conversations
a Assigning statements to work according
to assessment / progression frameworks
a Adding your own frameworks

DANNY YOUNG
is the founder and Managing
Director of Just2Easy, the
makers of the j2e Tool Suite.
For Danny, it’s all about
ensuring that teaching & learning drive

BOB USHER
Bob is the LGfL Content
Manager, responsible for
overseeing the strategy
that informs which resources
LGfL invests in on behalf of schools.

MARK BENTLEY
Based in the LGfL offices in
New Malden, Mark works on
the Content Team, sourcing,
supporting and developing
new learning resources across the Primary
and Secondary curricula.

Secure your limited place now: training.lgfl.net

